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President’s Message
By Dave Trahan
Deerfield, New Hampshire

A

Chapter
Outreach

s I write this I am getting ready to attend the annual meeting for the 50th Anniversary of the North
American Versatile Hunting Dog Association. This
is going to be one of our greatest events ever. I want to
thank the St. Croix Chapter for taking on this task. I’ll talk
more about that in next month’s magazine.
Last year we sent out a survey to the membership to fill
out, and it came back with a lot of positive things to say
about our organization. But there also were some concerns
about issues that are happening at local chapter levels, and
they’re asking the international organization for our help.
In the past, the international has avoided getting into local
politics because they didn’t feel it was their place. But as
the organization is getting bigger, there’s a need for us to
help out the chapters. We’re going to appoint somebody
to be the liaison between chapters and the executive committee. That person’s duties will be to communicate with
the chapters who are having issues with various things, and
seeing what the executive committee can do to help. For
example, some of these things may include how to prepare
for a test, how to form training clinics, or how to get members more involved.

HUNT FOR BIRDS, NOT BUTTONS.

One other thing that was mentioned was that the “Green
Book” is outdated. I will agree with you that some of the
methods have changed over the years. But the foundation
of the book still stands strong, and I encourage our membership to pick it up every once in awhile and read it. It’s
still a very popular book that people order on our web
store. That being said, we are working on further development on training ideas. That may include videos and
a new training book. We have already released a video
about the Natural Ability Test, allowing people to see
what we are looking for.
Remember, chapters are made up of volunteers and the
skill set of some may be limited; but they are doing their
best to show you what they have learned in the past. Other
chapters are fortunate to have professional trainers amongst
them who donate their time. With this committee we will
be forming contacts for us to provide help to chapters.
Truthfully, there is no one NAVHDA way of training. If
you are willing to volunteer your help to other chapters,
please forward that information to us.
We welcome your suggestions.

PRO 550 PLUS
Build a dog worth hunting over with training levels you can adjust
and tracking that shows which direction your dog is heading.
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About The Cover
Photos By Renata Canaday

Fine-Tuning a
Youth
Hunt
By Steve Johns

Prattsburgh, New York

visible as everyone drove in. We also asked everyone to
wear a nametag and each handler/youth/field had a common
assigned number with time slots!

Long wait times last year (to field):

We solved this with a shotgun reloading kiosk, a water
retrieve demo, a sponsoring gun shop booth, and a NYS
SCOPE booth. Youth rotated around and visited the different rotational activities! We also added a “Puppy Love” table which was very popular, having a Brittany and a Small
Munsterlander pup!

O

n September 22, 2018, the Finger Lakes Chapter
of NAVHDA hosted our Second Annual Joe Wolak
Youth Hunt. Wolak family members attended and
a great-granddaughter participated! The number of participants was set at 15 again this year. We had a couple of
last-minute sports related conflicts, so we called our conservation partners at Pheasants Forever and quickly filled our
roster to 16 youths.
Our event this year was again hosted by Al and Kim
Burkhart of Burkhart Kennels & Preserve. The fields were
groomed and their home was open to all.
The event went extremely smoothly. We had several areas
we wanted to improve from last year. These included:

Number of fields:

Last year we had three fields, and each group of handlers/
safety officers had to rotate five times, making for a long
day. This year we had five fields and each group of handlers/
safety officers rotated three times. We finished earlier—
greatly reducing wait times.

Confusion on field location:

We solved this issue by making up five dog silhouettes and
attaching field numbers to each of them. They were out and
4
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Other additions:

We had a dog parade/meet-the-breed discussion which everyone enjoyed, and it was very interactive with both questions and light-hearted heckling by Chapter members.

Safety:

We made up safety boards. One was on gun safety, and the
second was on dog/field safety. There was a lot of interest in this dialogue, and all the youths proved themselves
mature and safe. Our chapter again heeded the NAVHDA
International advice and had a two-man team. One individual acted as the dog handler and the second as the safety
officer. The safety officer essentially keeps the youth in the
correct position relative to the dog and the handler and then
postures the youth for the best possible safe shot once the
bird is pointed. It was stressed in our dialogue that anyone
in the field could yell “safety” if they felt uncomfortable.
On the several occasions that this happened, we were successful in relocating the birds and a follow-up opportunity
was afforded the youth.
Of the 16 youth participants, there were four girls this
year! There was no throw-back battle of the sexes, but
the girls set the mark very high on both the clay shoot as
February 2019
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well as the bird shoot! The young lady I guided was extremely safe and lethal, shooting four pheasants and two
chukars and having safety cautions on four other birds.
She showed judgement beyond her years and we laughed
across the entire field!!! Just a wonderful experience!
The Finger Lakes Chapter of NAVHDA is blessed with a
group of people that have a wonderful culture of stepping
www.navhda.org
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up to help and volunteer. Everyone helped in some capacity. Chapter members again put out a breakfast and lunch
that could have fed twice as many people.
These events are an opportunity to kindle a love of the outdoors in a generation that has very little exposure to shooting,
dogs, and the outdoor life. Several dads came up and thanked
us and expressed what a wonderful time their family had. One
youth walked up, thanked us, and said it was the best day of
his life. The labor of love required to put this on seems to pale
when gratitude like that is expressed…
In our chapter we talk about our yearly cycle of training
and tests as being all about the dogs —no personal agendas
— no cliques — everyone trains and cheers for the person/
dog team testing. On this special day in September it was
all the about the youths and fostering a positive experience.
If we are successful in creating a passion for the dogs or a
sportsperson in a single youth per year, we feel we will have
been profoundly successful.
Our roster this year was filled by word of mouth, and we had
several repeats. In 2019 it will fill even quicker based upon
wrap-up comments. I would encourage other chapters to participate in this program. It is a wonderful experience for all.
Our chapter is fortunate to have a very gifted photographer… Renata Canaday. Renata was at every training and
test day throughout 2018. Her photographs and posts have
sparked new membership and afforded a lot of laughs by seasoned players. They are also enhancing our web page. Renata
walked the fields all day to capture unique moments of the
Youth Hunt. We have included a number of pictures that highlight the day’s events.
NAVHDA International has provided financial support as
well as great event coaching support.
Going forward: We have set lofty goals which include holding a large sporting clays event this winter and becoming financially independent of International event support in 2019.
6
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F UNCTION
FOLLOWS FORM
How well bird dogs hunt can depend
on how they’re built.
STORY BY NANCY ANISFIELD
ILLUSTRATIONS BY FREDERICK STIVERS
REPRINTED FROM COVEY RISE, AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2018

S

et your mind’s eye to slow motion: On the fetch
command, a young German wirehaired pointer
springs forward keen on her mark of the fallen
partridge, front paws leaving a shallow imprint on
the hard-packed mud of the late autumn forest floor. Her
muscular hindquarters provide a powerful thrust that spreads
through her back, giving lift and driving her body forward.
As her front legs push off and reach forward, the paws seem
to rotate from a cupped position to curling slightly upward,
setting the thick pads in position to cushion the foot and
grab the earth when they touch back down. The rear feet
cycle forward over the imprint of the front feet and dig into
the ground. The hock, stifle (knee), and upper thigh flex,
then sweep backward. Front and rear legs reach full extension, completing one sequence in the real-time blur of motion
propelling bird dog to downed bird.
While we upland hunters spend most of our time in
amazement—or anxiety—over our dogs’ speed and range,
we rarely stop to admire the efficiency of the physics
involved in their movement. Deutsch Kurzhaar breed judge

8

52 COVEY RISE

Jeff Martin states it simply: “When you break it down,
correct structure of a dog and the resulting movement or
strength is all about physics.”
Martin, who lives in British Columbia, is a versatile hunting
dog performance judge for the German testing system. “Sound
conformation in field dogs is not just beauty for beauty’s sake.
It’s important because it allows the dog to perform effortlessly
just as with great athletes,” he says. “Sound dogs can hunt
longer per day, can be hunted days in succession without injury,
and usually can be hunted well into old age.”
Lynda Krull is also a breed and performance judge, as
well as a Deutsch Drahthaar breeder. She explains the physics
of dog movement in more detail: “The hindquarters initiate
movement (walk, trot, or gallop), and the power is transferred
to the fore-end, which seamlessly continues the motion and
pulls the body forward. The neck and head keep the motion
in balance and on track. So the basic motion is a harmonious
action of pushing from the hindquarters, the body accepting
the power, and the fore-end pulling the energy forward.”
Most bird hunters focus on a dog’s scenting ability,
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The pup jumps, bends, twists, turns,
lunges, creeps, stalks, dodges, and—unless he’s
very well trained or superbly self-controlled—
pounces. That scenario is repeated over and
over during a day’s hunt.
retrieving instinct, point, and other hunt-specific genetic traits
but think little about conformation. The oft-repeated line is
something like, “Well, ole Ruger here isn’t real pretty with
those stumpy legs and sway back, but that dog can hunt.” True
enough, he can find a baby woodcock in an acre-wide moose
wallow, but three laps around the cover and poor Ruger is
mainlining Bufferin for a week.
Another popular belief is that conformation is a beauty
contest concern exclusive to the show ring. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Conformation entails serious considerations in structure and physical development that will enable
a hunting dog to achieve its breed’s optimum performance.
Faults in conformation can impact a dog’s stamina, ability to
handle difficult terrain or weather conditions, resistance to
injury, and even how a dog carries a bird.
Jerry Kolter, Minnesota-based owner of Northwoods
Bird Dogs and trainer and breeder of English setters and
pointers, says that overall balance and symmetry are the
keys to good conformation. Kolter writes: “Balance and
symmetry refer to a dog having proportional size and
structure from front to rear, top to bottom, and between
the individual parts.” Oversized heads, fronts too heavy for
rears, short necks, heavy bones with light musculature—
imbalances like these cause strain, compensation, and other
stresses that diminish performance.
But what about the Spinone’s deep chest and broken
topline, as compared to the French Brittany’s cobby squarebody shape? Or the leg length difference between an American Lab and a British Lab? Are the essentials of good
conformation consistent across all breeds, or are there accept-

MORE T HA N J U ST P H YS I C A L
Proper structure is as important for a hunting dog as its
instincts and drive, but proportion, balance, and symmetry
are the key ingredients for optimum physical efficiency.

able variations in what is considered correct balance and
symmetry among different breeds?
“The correct structure of sporting dogs is virtually the
same for all breeds. There are minor differences in size,
substance, and coat to further tune a specific breed to its
purpose, but good sound structure is similar throughout the
breeds,” says Martin.
Krull agrees, emphasizing that correct structure is needed
for all hunting breeds to perform as intended. “Good conformation allows a field dog to canter for long periods of time
over uneven ground, a hound to trot with its nose low to the
ground for extended periods of time, coursing dogs to run
fast for short periods of time, and it allows water retrievers to
swim easily in all types of water.”
Having that question answered, I then asked these experts
about five (out of many) aspects of conformation to see how
basic functionality is a result of how a dog is built, regardless
of breed.
A N G U L AT I O N A N D L E N G T H O F S H O U L D E R
AND REAR LEGS
A dog’s front and rear assemblies work independently. The
front end isn’t attached to the back end other than by muscle
and skin. Specific proportions between the leg segments cause
them to work at maximum effectiveness, and the two end
assemblies need to move in the same plane when viewed from
the front. As Kolter points out, correct angulation creates efficient propulsion.
Using the German shorthaired pointer for an example,
Martin says: “With the GSP dog standing on level ground, the
shoulder blade should angle back at 45 degrees to the ground.
The blade and upper arm form close to 90 degrees. The elbow
and leg should then be directly under the point of the shoulder
blade. The shoulder blade and upper arm should be close to
equal length. Length of the leg should be slightly longer than the
distance from blade to elbow, i.e., slightly ‘leggy.’”
52 COVEY RISE
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Shoulders too far forward usually are loose in elbow and
move inward and outward instead of in that same smooth
plane. Shoulders that are laid back prevent the dog from
extending its front legs as far as possible. A dog whose
limbs—or sections of them—are too short will seem to run
stiff or straight-legged. The rear end relies on the hip joint,
which connects the femur to the tibia and fibula at the knee
joint. Running, that whole rear assembly should be able to
extend and flex, driving the dog forward. Over-angulated rear
legs overrun the front legs, thus reducing maneuverability.
Overbuilt hindquarters push the front end toward the ground
instead of forward on a smooth plane.
Picture a young Lab searching for Huns through the tangled
brush of a juniper shelter belt laced with Russian olives. The

CON F ORM AT I O N I S K E Y
While traits vary breed to breed, good conformation
must meet the same criteria in all hunting dogs, and future
conformation can be predicted when a puppy is eight
weeks old.

12
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pup jumps, bends, twists, turns, lunges, creeps, stalks, dodges,
and—unless he’s very well trained or superbly self-controlled—
pounces. That scenario is repeated over and over during a day’s
hunt. Needless to say, the smoother and more efficient the
motions, the less tired the dog will become. And the less tired,
the less prone to injury.
STRUCTURE OF THE LOWER LEG AND FOOT
Another image: Bells on, handlers’ guns ready, bracemates are
poised for release into a sloping stretch of broom sedge dotted
with longleaf pines, a trace of bobwhite scent in the air. The
lemon and white pointer looks like she wants to sit down, rear
hocks angled forward. The black and white one quivers with
excitement but stands tall, rear hocks vertical from the ground.
Poor conformation, good conformation.
The lower leg and foot structure serve as shock absorbers,
pistons, grippers, and cushions. As with the front and rear
assemblies, the pasterns need correct angulation for a proper
gait and to support the joints of the elbows and hocks.
“You often see dogs that have feet long in the toes, with
the toes not arched. Those feet are similar to the hare’s or
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Watch a bird dog lope effortlessly across the
tundra or skillfully traverse a rocky outcropping.
Done with ease, the movement has a grace that
is more than just physical.
rabbit’s foot—great for a rabbit that needs to dig or turn on
a dime evading a pursuing predator, but not for a hunting
dog,” Martin says. “A good foot has arching toes and thick
pads with a rounded footprint more akin to a cat’s. Why the
difference? Drop a cat from the third floor of a building, and
he will walk away unscathed. That’s the cushioning you want
in a field dog.”
HEAD AND NECK
A few years ago I watched several Chesapeake Bay retrievers
trot around the ring in a regional dog show. They had enormous heads and trundling gaits, perhaps the result of a show
breeder’s “more is better” mindset. It was hard to imagine
those dogs with their bowling ball–weight heads nimbly
carrying a goose while navigating a furrowed cornfield.
Structurally sound, field-bred Chessies, however, have heads
and necks in workable proportions, with “power not…at the
expense of agility and stamina,” as stated by the American
Chesapeake Club.
In all breeds, the neck should join the body of the dog at
the withers, seamlessly allowing the head to facilitate forward
propulsion. If the neck is too short, it will be strained during
ground scent tracking. If the neck is too long, it will be harder
for the dog to carry game because the base of the neck’s
support—the legs—are physically farther from the weight.
BODY SHAPE AND BACK
A dog’s overall build should appear square or slightly longer
when comparing height from the shoulder to the ground
versus shoulder to croup. Too short a body, and the front and
rear legs will get in each other’s way. Backs that are too long
might be weaker in construction. The topline should slope
slightly from withers to croup.
“The withers, back, and loin should all be in proportion
for the particular breed of dog, and must be in balance if the
dog is to work efficiently,” says Krull. Obvious physical differences among breeds are usually in size and coat, or specific
traits developed to handle the type of hunting, terrain, or
climate in which the breed originated.

CROUP
The croup is the muscular top area of a dog’s rump, just
forward of the base of the tail. A short, flat croup causes an
erect tail, which is a limiting position. Too steep or long a
croup, and the dog will run as if it has a hinge in its back.
“Physics would tell you the rear drive is best or most efficient
when the hip socket from the leg is pushing directly through a
straight topline rather than this weak hinge,” Martin explains.
One of my German shorthairs is excessively deep-chested
and leggy. He’s a terrific hunting partner, even if he runs with
the stability of a top fuel dragster with two tires blown and a
driver on crack. At just about any moment in the field, he is an
accident waiting to happen. Recently, a conformation judge
offered a more apt field description of my beloved bird dog,
saying he has “perfect conformation if you ever want to pull
down a giraffe on the Serengeti.”
When I chose my puppy out of several males in his litter,
could I have known? To what extent can the prospect of good
hunting conformation be determined in a puppy? Krull says:
“My experience is that you can get a good idea of a dog’s
overall proportion when they are young, and they tend to end
up in that same proportion.”
Many breeders and conformation judges agree that an
eight-week-old puppy can be structurally evaluated to predict
its adult conformation with reasonable accuracy. Over the
next couple of months, however, growth spurts and physical
development vary, causing the gawky, clumsy, houndy-eared,
paws-too-big phases. Over that period, the changing proportions will be less indicative of adult conformation. On the
dog’s reaching adulthood, the balance and symmetry that
were detectable in the young puppy should return.
Architect Frank Lloyd Wright once commented that the
phrase “form follows function” has been misunderstood. He
added, “Form and function should be one, joined in a spiritual union.” That may sound a bit lofty if we’re talking about
bird dogs, but not necessarily. Watch a bird dog lope effortlessly across the tundra or skillfully traverse a rocky outcropping. Done with ease, the movement has a grace that is more
than just physical.

This article first appeared in Covey Rise, August/September 2018. Thank you to the magazine, the author and the artist
for allowing us to reprint this in its entirety. For more information about the artist, please visit www.frederickstivers.com.
COVEY RISE 59
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ON THE
RIGHT TRACK
By Tracy Harmeyer

Cedar Grove, Wisconsin

Aggression Management: Part 2.
Dealing with aggressive dogs.

L

ast month I described the ways in which dogs communicate with one another and how we can use this
information to not only understand our dogs better,
but also how we can mimic those behaviors to communicate
with our dogs. In this article, I will discuss how we can build
on those techniques to deal with canine aggression.
Dog to dog aggression is the most common thing that I
deal with. While males and females will typically get along
well, male to male and female to female interaction can
sometimes bring problems. In my experience, when males
fight it seems that five minutes later they are best buddies
again. On the other hand, after fighting, females typically
hate each other for life! Signs of aggression are often so subtle in the beginning that they may be hard to pick up on at
first. It may start by gaining possession over toys, then may
escalate to food, then to a bed or couch, and perhaps even
to attempts to keep the other dog away from you. In other
cases, sometimes when dogs are on a leash, they may feel
our tension through the leash and, in turn, may feel the need
to protect.
Most often you hear of dogs not getting along when the
younger dog is right around two years old and the older one
is not ready to give up the throne. Or you send the younger
dog for training, and when it comes back home from bird
camp he wants to take charge. At the first sign of aggression you want to separate the dogs and only let them interact
with close supervision. Before I start a session to work on
teaching them to get along, I like to drain as much energy
as possible. Take the dogs for a walk and walk one on each
side of you, or if you have a helper you can each take a dog.
Make them concentrate on moving forward and walk with
a quick enough pace that they don’t have time to dawdle.
Once they are moving forward and stop thinking about one
16

another, you can try to put them next to each other for a short
time. On your walk you will put them next to each other and
separate them several times. If the dogs have been actively
fighting hard enough to cause wounds, I would do this on the
fifth or sixth walk and have someone help you!
It would not hurt to get the aggressor used to wearing a
muzzle. Put a muzzle on him when he is alone. If he tries to
take it off, tell him no and make him concentrate on something else, like sit. You are looking for him to be relaxed
and hang out with you without trying to take the muzzle off.
Now when you put them together all involved will be safe.
You are trying to teach the dogs to ignore each other,
not necessarily to be best friends. Watch for the signs of
relaxation before putting them together; nobody, including
you, can be tense before entering the room together. Let
them drag a leash so if they get aggressive, you can use
the leashes to pull them apart. If they do fight, do not grab
them! You will almost certainly get bitten. In the heat of
the battle they do not realize what they are biting and will
bite at anything. If you own more dogs than the two that
are not getting along, put the rest of the dogs in crates or in
a separate room when working the dogs. If a fight breaks
out, the rest of the dogs will go after the weakest one.
Sometimes that turns into you! I have found the best way to
break up a fight is water, but this may not be the best thing
in the house. If you have to grab them to pull them apart,
the best place to grab is farthest away from the teeth! I grab
the back legs and pull the dog out of the situation as fast as
I can. Using an e-collar is a bad idea in these situations.
The dog feeling the stimulation may think the other dog is
doing it and the behavior could escalate.
When you start to put them together in the same room,
make them lay down on opposite ends of the room, and
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teach them to occupy the same room without interacting.
If you have a helper, you can put one dog next to you, and
your helper can be sitting across the room with the other dog
next to them. You are teaching them to ask the alpha (you)
when to interact with each other. If they try to react, say NO
and touch them. This is a slow process and may take some
time before you can leave them together in a room with no
supervision. In most cases, I would never trust the two dogs
together with no supervision. When they are used to laying
down and ignoring each other, make one stay and walk the
other one by. How close you allow the dogs to get depends
on how well they listen and how well they are doing at ignoring each other. This step may require a helper to monitor
the dog that is supposed to stay. Keep the energy level low;
no playing fetch or ball at first. The better they behave the
higher the energy level can be. When you start playing with
them, do not let them play at the same time. Make them take
turns playing with you and not each other. It takes time to
change behaviors and habits, be patient and go slow.
One tool that may be beneficial is a noise maker. Dry out
a water bottle, put change or nuts and bolts in it. When they
are naughty, shake the water bottle. If they do not respect the
noise, throw it toward the dogs and let it bounce off the floor
in front of them and give your command again. The next
time you use it, they will know that the sound is coming to
get them if they do not listen. If you are a bad aim like me,
you will build a few! Pick the bottle off the floor, so they
don’t find it later and think it is a chew toy. My dogs love to
play with water bottles, but they do not like the noise maker.
If one dog is on the other side of the room and you are
sitting by the other dog and the dog away from you gets
up, you can shake the bottle and say no. If the dog keeps
advancing, you should throw the bottle at the floor next to
the dog and say no again. The worst that will happen is that
it will not work. No huge investment in this one, you are not
out much!
Just remember to go slowly and be patient. You cannot
force dogs to change their attitude by using feelings (anger,
positive reinforcement, sadness, etc…). You need to be the
alpha in each of the the dogs’ lives before you start working
them together, so that they will be more focused on what you
think, and not what they want to do to each other. Be careful,
you may not realize how agile and strong your dog is. You
are working with the most dangerous part of their body, their
teeth! Please keep in mind that, while the suggestions in this
article have worked successfully for me, they may not be
suited to your dog. Your safety is very important and should
never be overlooked. When you plan your days training, also
come up with a worst case scenario in your mind, and get a
mental game plan on how you would deal with it.
February 2019
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Tracy Harmeyer is a Senior Judge, a Clinic Leader and
is also an AKC Hunt Test Judge. She has been a member of the Wisconsin Chapter since 1992 and has served
various roles over the years. She started training dogs
in 1992 and became a judge in 1994. She has run dogs
at every level in NAVHDA and AKC including passing
several dogs in the Invitational. Tracy enjoys time in
the Northern Woods of Wisconsin hunting grouse and
woodcock; she also likes to travel to North Dakota and
Iowa to hunt pheasant and duck. Tracy lives in Cedar
Grove, Wisconsin where she and her family run Krystal
Creek Kennel, a 52-run kennel where they breed German Shorthaired Pointers and Small Munsterlanders,
board, groom and train dogs. Dog training started out
as a hobby, and in 1996 it became her profession. Her
favorite thing about dog training is watching them think
with their noses and seeing the young dogs figure things
out when introduced to new things.

A group of knowledgeable judges and trainers has been
assembled and are available to answer your questions
about training and testing. The topic will vary each
month based on the questions we receive from our VHD
readers. Please send your questions to vhd@navhda.org
with “On the Right Track” in the subject line.
www.navhda.org
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RUGGED TRAVEL GEAR
TO PROTECT YOUR
PRECIOUS CARGO

By Greg Kadesch

Two Proud Dads
Haslet, Texas

T

here are two Texas dads who have a lot to be proud of.
Kinsley Kadesch, eight, and Emmerson Super, 12, both
helped with the Texas Chapter’s test held on the weekend of December 8 and 9, 2018. The weather on the 8th could
not have been more challenging. Temperatures Saturday hovered near 35 degrees and it rained all day. That didn’t stop
Kinsley from jumping right in and helping. From assisting the
field marshal at the water to helping launch ducks for the UT
dogs, Kinsley stayed out in the cold and participated the whole
day. When the day was over, and before she got warmed up
at home, she was already planning to get up at 5:00 the next
morning to head out for the second day of testing.
On Sunday the weather was much nicer. Emmerson and
Kinsley both helped with the NA test. They assisted the
chapter Bird Steward, Ron Pinckard, deliver pheasants to
the judges in the field. These girls were hustling and having
a little fun. Since they were using pheasant hens for the test,
each bird got a cute name: Henrietta, Hensley, Henabelle,
Henette, and a few others. Texas NAVHDA awarded each of
the girls with a chapter-branded duck band and recognized
their efforts before scores were read.
Kinsley’s father, Greg Kadesch, is the chapter Secretary
and Emmerson’s father, Jason Super, is a past Treasurer for
the chapter.

Use code NAVHDAHAT for a FREE HAT with your order | DAKOTA283.COM | 866.595.4332

Help Us Protect the Healthy
Habitat and Wild Places You and
Your Bird Dog Love to Roam.

THE RUFFED GROUSE SOCIETY –
PRESERVING FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS:

Become a Pheasants Forever Member Today and
Claim Your FREE PF Leash & Collapsible Dog
Bowl, Your Best Friend Will Thank You!

HEALTHY FORESTS
ABUNDANT WILDLIFE
SPORTING TRADITIONS
Join Today!
RuffedGrouseSociety.Org
1-888-564-6747

www.pheasantsforever.org/NAVHDA

Photo by Nancy Anisﬁeld
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CLASSIFIEDS

THE FORUM
WELCOME NEW CHAPTERS!
EAGLE ROCK

IDAHO (IDAHO FALLS)
WWW.EAGLEROCKNAVHDA.COM
CONTACT:
SEAN ALLEN, 208/403-9937,
BROKENBOWKENNELS@GMAIL.COM

FARM & KENNEL FOR SALE: Located in Huron, Ohio, 43 acres
of prime working dog training property. See website,
www.MMLegacykennels.com, for hundreds of pictures of the
dogs, kennel, property and equipment, or contact us at
spirovamvakas@mmlegacykennels.com, 1-419-433-2686.
Got something to sell? Why not advertise with us! We have online
classifieds available through the NAVHDA store and also magazine
classifieds and regular ad sizes. For more information, go to our
website (www.navhda.org) under “Advertise with Us” for full details.

Classifieds must be paid for and submitted through the
NAVHDA Store at www.navhdastore.org in the “Pre-Pay
VHD Ads” section. All classified ads are limited to 35
words and price is $35.00 for all categories. Submission
deadline for classifieds is the first of the month before the
month of issue. For example: deadline for April issue is
March 1st.

ENDLESS MOUNTAINS

PENNSYLVANIA (LACEYVILLE)
WWW.EMCNAVHDA.ORG
CONTACTS:
MARIE ONOREVOLE, 570/228-9726,
KEYSTONEGUNDOGS@YAHOO.COM
MELODY ROTTMANN, 607/699-3068,
MACGILLI_KENNELS@YAHOO.COM
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And some other important stuff
you really should think about reading...
To all breeders: when submitting a litter registration please
make sure to sign your application, both owner of the sire
and dam need to sign the application before you submit the
registration application.

Kennel Name Applications
KENNEL NAMES

BREED

TRUE NORTH
PLUM VALLEY
CROSSIRON
TIADAGHTON
BELLE CHASSE
PREMIER

PP
SM
GR
GR
PS
GW

To all members: please keep your contact and mailing
information up to date. Email the international office at
navoffice@navhda.org with any changes.

OWNERS
CHUCK & KATIE KING
BARRY COSLET
RON F. BELT
LARRY L. WHITEMAN
TODD SHURY
ERICK JOHNSON

These applications for registration of kennel names have been received
by the NAVHDA Registry. Any objections must be written and submitted
to Steve Brodeur, Registrar, NAVHDA, PO Box 520, Arlington Hts, IL
60006, on or before March 1, 2018. To obtain registration forms, write the
Registrar at the above address or go to www.navhda.org.
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The International office is having problems reading many of
the application requests for both registry and membership.
Please type the application or write clearly, as this is very
time consuming. Also, when attaching documents to the
International office email for registrations, please attach
a pdf file. Look at what you are attaching before sending,
because the office is having problems getting blank applications, and the attachments are not readable. The files need
to be 8”x11,” and not dark.
We are always looking for fun photos, quotes, short training tips and anything else that you’d like to share in The
Forum. Please send them to vhd@navhda.org.

www.navhda.org
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www.navhda.org
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NAVHDA Test Results

DEUTSCH KURZHAAR

Living Up To The efforT, Time and TrUsT!
TEXAS

Utility Preparatory Test
GINA VOM HIDDEN CREEK
GRACE VOM HIDDEN CREEK
Utility Test
AUX LAKE JERRYS RUSTY BUCKET
AUX LAKE MOLLY
AUX LAKE RUM TUM RUDY
BITE: BUTTBITE

Prz
None
III
Prz
II
II
None

2018-0382

Owner
RUSSELL A FEES
W BRICE COTTONGAME
Owner
JERRY D FREEZE
LARRY D WOODWARD
JERRY D FREEZE

JUDGES: DARIN W TOLZIN, JASON C MEYER, JOHN A MACNEAL

TEXAS

Owner
DREW M BROWN

AUX LAKE DD STORM
BONES FORK FIRST LADY ZADIE

GR 13.48 105
GS 5.68 112

II
I

LARRY D WOODWARD
JASON L STANLEY

COMPASS’ MANDARIN LIME
DOUBLE DEUCE TEXAS TILLIE
INDIAN SUMMER’S DADDY’S DILEMMA
INDIAN SUMMER’S DAUNTLESS VIOLET

WV 9.06 112
GS 7.61 94
PP 13.61 110
PP 13.61 110

I
II
I
I

COREY LEWELLYN
TODD E CHARTIER
MOLLY ARMSTRONG
THOMAS S VONTZ

RHAPSODY KISS KISS BANG BANG

VI

III

MICHELLE S PORFIDO

BITE: UNDERSHOT

TEETH: MISSING 305&405
USED BIRD AT WATER

14.39 98

STELLAR VISTA KETTLE MORAINE
GR 8.23 108 II
TC’S SOCKS SUE MORROW
GW 10.03 86 III
JUDGES: DARIN W TOLZIN, JASON C MEYER, JOHN A MACNEAL

Deutsch Kurzhaar has provided the foot hunter with a powerful versatile
hunting partner, developed through a performance based testing system
and breeding program that enhance the overall conformation set forth
by the Deutsch Kurzhaar Verband.
Visit our website at WWW.NADKC.ORG to learn more
about a perfect blend of trainability, versatility
and desire in your next hunting dog.

Natural Ability
MOM ROUX
Utility Test
ATTICUS DEL RIO CONCHO AVE BURLANDO
RIPSNORTER’S OUTLAW GROUNDS
SUNDANCE ANY WHICH WAY YOU CAN
VERMILION CARTER’S BARTOS
ZODIAKS SUPER SNAP

12/08/2018

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GS 11.87 105
Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GS 4.68 198
PP 2.28 192
GS 1.07 139
VI 6.81 192
GS 8.43 195

Prz
I
Prz
I
II
None
II
I

2018-0384

Owner
RODERICK J TOUCHET II
Owner
MARK P SANTOS
JEFFERY KIRK GROUNDS
JEFF R HITT
CINDY MCMORRAN
FRANK D VERRET

JUDGES: JOHN MOFFETT, CHIP E BONDE, ROBERT K BARR

2018-0383

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
BI 15.16 106 I

TEETH: MISSING 305

LONE STAR

TEETH: EXTRA 305

12/09/2018

Natural Ability
APPASSIONATA EROS

The Original
German Shorthair

12/08/2018

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GS 2.77 155
GS 2.77 144
Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GR 6.52 174
GR 5.36 195
GR 3.67 162

DAVID WINSTON
TC MORROW

LONE STAR

Natural Ability
HICKORY WITHE’S EASY MONEY
INDIAN SUMMER’S DIXIE

12/09/2018

2018-0385

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
PP 13.74 112 I
PP 13.61 108 I

Owner
ROBERT I BLEM
JAMES T BOSWELL

GS 14.19 85 III
GW 13.26 112 I

BOB QUIGLEY
JUAN C ALONSO

THUNDERHEAD’S ROWDY BRUTE
GS 14.13 108 II
WING AND A PRAYER’S UPLAND RANGER
GS 9.00 112 I
ZMB’S FANCY LADY LIBERTY
GS 7.45 112 I
Utility Preparatory Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
SHOOTING STARR’S ANNIE GET YOUR GUN
GS 3.81 127 III
JUDGES: CHIP E BONDE, FRANK D VERRET, ROBERT K BARR

KEVIN KAMMERMAN
JONATHAN CORB
ZACHARY J BOUGHNER
Owner
JOHN MOFFETT

TEETH: MISALIGNED 404 IMPINGING ON SOFT PALATE & MISSING 305&405

NO LIMITS JOHNNY RINGO
TC’S LORETTA

BITE: SEVERE UNDERSHOT

“Jager “

The Best in Electronic Dog Training Equipment, Sales,
Trades, Repairs, Parts and Great Customer Service!

Contact one of the many breeders in your area to
discuss all the benefits of the Deutsch Kurzhaar.
Like us and follow us on Facebook at North American Deutsch Kurzhaar Club.

800-430-2010 www.collarclinic.com
1517 Northern Star Dr. Traverse City MI 49696
NAVHDAad2015V3.indd 1

7/1/2015 3:53:25 PM

VC Thunderhill’s Flint at Stud
Lager V Den Drei Teufeln x VC Thunderhill’s Belle
3/20/2013

Hosted by NAVHDA Sr. Judge
and life member Ron Boehme
Pointing dogs • Hounds • Flushers • Tracking Dogs
Authors • Trainers • Conservationists
Over 180 past episodes to choose from.
INV 192, UT 204 • NA 108 at 4 1/2 Months
VHDF AHAE 182, VHDF PE 196
VHDF Conformation Eval Very Good
2nd Place in only Licensed Derby
CHIC # 122412
Harsh / Dense Coat • Correct Conformation and Bite
Natural or Frozen Semen Breedings
Several Litters Available Spring 2019
Jeff Paulus • 218 590-9475 • www.thunderhillkennels.com
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Past guests include...

Rick, Ronnie and Delmar Smith
Ben O’williams • Blaine Carter
Alan Harmeyer • Ed Bailey • Steven Rinella

The Hunting Dog
Podcast

www.navhda.org

Listen anytime from any device.
Find us on iTunes, Stitcher, and Podbean.
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2019 NAVHDA Testing Calendar
Date

Feb 22-24
Feb 22-23
Feb 23-24
Mar 2-3
Mar 2-3
Mar 9-10
Mar 16-17
Mar 30-31
Apr 6-7
Apr 12-14
Apr 13-14
Apr 13-14
Apr 19-21
Apr 27-28
Apr 27-28
May 3-5
May 11-12
May 17-19
May 17-19
May 18-19
May 18-19
May 18-19
May 18-19
May 18-19
May 24-26
May 25-26
May 31-Jun 2
May 31-Jun 2
Jun 1-2
Jun 1-2
Jun 1-2
Jun 1-2
Jun 1-2
Jun 7-9
Jun 7-9
Jun 8-9
Jun 8-9
Jun 8-9
Jun 15-16
Jun 22
Jun 29-30
Aug 2-4
Aug 2-4
Aug 16-18
Aug 16-18
Aug 16-18
Aug 17-18
Aug 23-25
Aug 23-25
Aug 23-25
Aug 23-25
Aug 23-25
Aug 23-25
Aug 23-25
Aug 24-25
Aug 24-25
Aug 24-25
Aug 24-25
Aug 30-Sep 1
Aug 30-Sep 1
Sep 6-8
Sep 6-8
Sep 6-8

Chapter/Location		
Valley Of The Sun
Texas
Mid South
Tarheel
Lone Star
Florida Palmetto
Carolinas
Rappahannock
Southern California
Northern California
Grand Canyon Of Arizona
Missouri Uplands
Wasatch Mountain
Inland Empire
Mid-Ohio
Willamette Valley
Pocono Mountain
Pacific Northwest
Treasure Valley
Minnesota
Midwest Tri State
Delmarva
Northern Illinois
Hudson Valley
Merrimack Valley
Illowa
Minnesota
Midwest Tri State
Sebasticook
North Central Wisconsin
Hawkeye
Southern New England
Ontario Grand River
Central Oregon
Yankee
Kettle Moraine
Central Dakota
Shenango
Red River Valley
Ottawa Valley
Southern Adirondack
Alaska Yukon
Montreal
Central Dakota
Eastern Quebec
Minnesota
Kettle Moraine
Midwest Tri State
Wasatch Mountain
North Central Wisconsin
Pacific Northwest
Wisconsin
Hudson Valley
Treasure Valley
Red River Valley
Hickory Run
Wild Rose
Ottawa Valley
Southern Adirondack
Minnesota
Shenango
Merrimack Valley
Yankee

AZ
TX
GA
NC
TX
FL
NC
VA
CA
CA
AZ
MO
UT
CA
OH
OR
PA
WA
ID
MN
SD
DE
WI
NY
NH
IA
MN
SD
ME
WI
IA
CT
ON
OR
ME
WI
ND
PA
ND
NY
NY
AK
QC
ND
QC
MN
WI
SD
UT
WI
WA
WI
NY
ID
ND
PA
AB
ON
NY
MN
PA
NH
ME

Test Type

NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT

Contact

Telephone

Erv Comer
480/628 7901
Gregory Kadesch
817/271 7878
Mike Berkhan
404/406 0785
Kyley Googins-Caldwell 910/514 6059
Megan Murphy
281/989 5933
Danelle Snyder
321/750 7386
Kimberly Lewis
850/602 2515
Alyssa Pease
703/765 5715
Gary Johnson
760/559 3173
Erin Gregoire
707/338 3828
Ted Hamilton
928/713 6941
William Wundrack
573/489 2899
Brenen Dye
801/372 9093
Steve Wann
951/283 4938
Adam Green
740/334 0115
Ron Garrison
503/319 6474
Kyle Hough
570/249 1415
Brandon Smith
425/280 4921
Penny Masar
208/739 2138
Jacob Tillman
612/978 3898
Tate Martinsen
605/261 8141
Marc St Jean
302/698 5356
Amber Glaves
262/206 3159
Ann Bagnell
610/304 6047
Joanna Korte
603/664 5394
Michelle Wilbers
563/672 3291
Brent Haefner
612/387 7589
Tate Martinsen
605/261 8141
Marie Wade
207/778 4868
Bradley Meer
715/313 4088
Donald Cross
641/521 4445
Joshua Flowers
845/661 8354
Jan Wolff
519/759 1674
Jeremy Davis
541/549 6954
Alexander Runyon
207/841 0630
Christopher Mokler
920/279 6104
David Hogue
701/371 4392
Marion Siebert
412/751 0214
Steven Buck
701/729 6483
Anne Kernan
315/783 8423
Dylan Mcdonald
617/817 3380
Dori Hollingsworth
907/491 0393
Annie Ulrich
450/501 3499
David Hogue
701/371 4392
Francois Laplante
418/884 4227
Tammy Lynn Hill
218/263 3424
Christopher Mokler
920/279 6104
Tate Martinsen
605/261 8141
Brenen Dye
801/372 9093
Bradley Meer
715/313 4088
Brandon Smith
425/280 4921
Tracy Harmeyer
920/668 8619
Ann Bagnell
610/304 6047
Penny Masar
208/739 2138
Steven Buck
701/729 6483
Barbara Brookman
610/294 9022
Vito Caramia
780/478 1174
Anne Kernan
315/783 8423
Dylan Mcdonald
617/817 3380
Bryce Adams
763/754 3403
Marion Siebert
412/751 0214
Joanna Korte
603/664 5394
Alexander Runyon
207/841 0630

E-mail

ervcomer@gmail.com
greg.kadesch@texasnavhda.org
bermi@bellsouth.net
kyley.googins@gmail.com
megan-murphy@att.net
dysnyder58@gmail.com
klewis700@ymail.com
spinonecos@yahoo.com
garyjohnson0515@gmail.com
erindowdy@gmail.com
pudelpointerguy@msn.com
wundracks2016@gmail.com
skate_ade@hotmail.com
sm_wann@yahoo.com
acgreen41@gmail.com
huntgsp@gmail.com
kyle@schwarzwaldkennels.com
smith.cornerstone@gmail.com
pmasar@onlyspinoni.com
jacobtillman@yahoo.com
tatemartinsen@yahoo.com
marc@tnias.org
glavesa911@gmail.com
annbagnell@gmail.com
joannakorte@gmail.com
michelle.wilbers@gmail.com
brent19948@hotmail.com
tatemartinsen@yahoo.com
uplandhuntress@myfairpoint.net
bradmeer@yahoo.com
djcross@iowatelecom.net
flowersjosh@att.net
vizslat@rogers.com
jeremdavis@gmail.com
runyon@maine.rr.com
cmokler@gmail.com
dphogue67@gmail.com
sieset@comcast.net
bucksmbuck@gmail.com
anne.kernan@yahoo.com
thesoul8ofaman@gmail.com
dori@gci.net
griffonkorthals7@gmail.com
dphogue67@gmail.com
francois.laplante@videotron.ca
thhill@mchsi.com
cmokler@gmail.com
tatemartinsen@yahoo.com
brenendye@gmail.com
bradmeer@yahoo.com
smith.cornerstone@gmail.com
kckennel@gmail.com
annbagnell@gmail.com
pmasar@onlyspinoni.com
bucksmbuck@gmail.com
brookmanbj8@gmail.com
cvito@telus.net
anne.kernan@yahoo.com
dylan.mcdonald1@dc.edu
bryce@exceleng.net
sieset@comcast.net
joannakorte@gmail.com
runyon@maine.rr.com

Date

Sep 7-8
Sep 7-8
Sep 19-22
Sep 20-22
Sep 20-22
Sep 21-22
Sep 21-22
Sep 28-29
Oct 5-6
Oct 5-6
Oct 12-13

Chapter/Location		
Minnesota
Ontario Grand River
Central Oregon
Sebasticook
Illowa
Delmarva
Northern Illinois
Southern New England
Mid-Ohio
Missouri Uplands
Carolinas

MN
ON
OR
ME
IA
DE
WI
CT
OH
MO
NC

Test Type

NA
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT

Contact

Telephone

Contact

Telephone

Brent Haefner
Jan Wolff
Jeremy Davis
Marie Wade
Clint Henning
Marc St Jean
Amber Glaves
Joshua Flowers
Adam Green
William Wundrack
Kimberly Lewis

612/387 7589
519/759 1674
541/728 4376
207/778 4868
563/320 5908
302/698 5356
262/222 3115
845/661 8354
740/334 0115
573/489 2899
850/602 2515

2019 Special Events Calendar
Date

March 2-3
April 13-14
May 4-5
May 4-5
May 4-5
June 15-16
June 22-23
Sep 12-15

Chapter/Location

Event		

San Diego/Chino, CA
Handler Clinic
DelMarVa/Denton, MD
Handler Clinic
Central Oregon/Bend, OR Handler Clinic
Kettle Moraine/Lomira, WI Handler Clinic
Minnesota/Hugo, MN
Handler Clinic
North Central/Junction City, WI Handler Clinic
Prairie Vista/Delburne, AB Handler Clinic
Buckeye/Bloomingdale, OH Invitational

Brett Faber
Marc St Jean
David Riden
William Bastian
Pete Aplikowski
Jill Colloton
Susan Ravenhill
NAVHDA Office

619/857-9370
302/698-5356
541/728-4376
608/732-0798
651/485-0055
715/573-9641
403/916-5053
847/253-6488
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E-mail

wpgonpoint@yahoo.com
marc@tnias.org
stumpriden@aol.com
bastianwilliam@live.com
pete@soldbypete.com
ultrasoundcow@gmail.com
susanc.rn@outlook.com
navoffice@navhda.org

The most recent versions of these calendars are available on the NAVHDA website at www.navhda.org.

PUPPIES,
PUPPIES,
PUPPIES!

BRAQUE DU BOURBONNAIS

If you have a new puppy, make sure to take
some photos and send them in to us for the
special May puppy issue.
Also, if you have any ideas for an article
you’d like to write, or if you have a question
pertaining to versatile puppies, please submit
it to vhd@navhda.org.
Remember, the VHD is your magazine. We
count on NAVHDA members to supply us
with meaningful content about our great
organization, our chapters, and our very
special, versatile companions. Thank you!

A hard-charging pointing dog that is tractable, retrieves
with as much inborn enthusiasm as the best Labrador,
and makes a happy household companion.
A very rare pointing breed.
Pups are available now in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
All of our dogs are AKC Hunt Test Titled.
The litter is AKC & NAVHDA registered.
Chateaukennels.com
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E-mail

brent19948@hotmail.com
vizslat@rogers.com
jeremdavis@gmail.com
uplandhuntress@myfairpoint.net
clnthenning@gmail.com
marc@tnias.org
glavesa911@gmail.com
flowersjosh@att.net
acgreen41@gmail.com
wundracks2016@gmail.com
klewis700@ymail.com
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Seek, Point, & Retrieve
call

844-251-2652 for your no-obligation issue!

As a member of NAVHDA, you want
your versatile dog to do it all. For
20 years, The Pointing Dog Journal
has been helping hunting dog
owners do just that.

Written by experts for experts
and those who want to be.
Visit our website at www.pointingdogjournal.com
to order a current, no-obligation examination issue of
The Pointing Dog Journal — the Sporting Dog Authority.
Visit www.pointingdogjournal.com

NAVHDA members are eligible for a special
$5 savings off our regular subscription
price – so you can get yours for only $21.95
for six issues!
• 6 great issues a year
• Special e-mail articles of our
Traveling Wingshooter gamebird forecasts
• Access to our exclusive online content
that includes a bulletin board, articles,
and video shooting tips.

